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Abstract :  This book calls for a marrying of ecological protection with meeting the needs
of the world's poor. It is argued that the developed world's concern for the environment
appears to the Third World as a diversion from the real issues: economic injustice and the

exploitation of the poor. Yet the poor are often hardest hit by the environmental crisis:
behind famine lies the transformation of forests into deserts and fertile soil into
wasteland. Behind this devastation lies the political reality of the poor forced to destroy
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nature to eat. In exploring the solutions to this vicious circle, chapters look at the question
of survival; deforestation; hunger and the world food supply; 1992, trade and self-

reliance; debt; and development aid that together help to keep the Third World poor. The
short-term 'development' that destroys the resources on which the poor's livelihood and
lasting economic progress depend is rejected.
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